Introduction
In [9] and [10] an impressive theory of Q> and £ -modules with regular singularities is developed. Many of the results are proved using complex analysis or better micro-local analysis. In this paper we develop a purely algebraic theory of modules with regular singularities over a large class of filtered rings (including the rings of differential operators considered in [9] , [10] and [1] , in which case we have the same notion of regular singularities). The main result of this paper (Theorem 7.3) gives several equivalent descriptions of the notion of a holonomic ^4-module M with regular singularities (A is a filtered ring). One of them is the existence of a so-called very good filtration on M 5 which makes the link with the results of [9] . An equivalent description asserts that fy(M) (the algebraic micro-localization of M at /£) is an ^(A)-modu\Q with regular singularities for every minimal prime component ^ of the characteristic ideal J(M).
To prove these results we use the algebraic micro-localization developed in [5] and a theorem of Gabber (cf. Theorem 4.9).
The algebraic micro-localization enables us to generalize the ideas and results of [4] , replacing the usual localization used there by the microlocalization (compare Theorem 1.26 in [4] , with Theorem 7.3 below). Now we give a detailed description of the contents. In §1 we recall some well-known facts on filtrations and establish some useful facts. A filtration FA on a ring A is called Artin-Rees if all finitely generated ^4-modules satisfy the Artin-Rees property (cf. Definition 1.6). We Communicated by M. Kashiwara, March 17, 1986 . * Mathematisch Instituut der Katholieke Universiteit, Toernooiveld, 6525 ED Nijmegen, The Netherlands.
also introduce the notion of a noetherian filtration on A and show that both concepts coincide if gr(A) is left noetherian. A discrete filtration is noetherian iff gr(A) is left noetherian. An important result is Theorem 1.11 which shows that nitrations equivalent to a good filtration are good, if F^4 is noetherian.
At the end of §1 we give some results on involutive ideals and show that the notion of an involutive ideal is stable under extension and contraction (cf. Proposition 1.19). In §2 we recall some of the basic results on micro-localization obtained in [5] (universal property, the graded ring of a micro-localization etc.). Following ideas of commutative algebra we micro-localize in prime ideals of gr(A). More precisely, if M is a filtered ^-module and ^ a prime ideal in gr(A) we define a ring fy(A) and an <^(y4)-module ^(M).
Furthermore we introduce the notion of an /-good filtration on a filtered ^.-module M (/ is an ideal in gr(AJ) and show that this notion is preserved under micro-localization (cf. Proposition 2.9). If 1 = (0) an J-good filtration is simply a good filtration and if / = J(M) (the characteristic ideal of M) an J-good filtration is called very good. Modules possessing a very good filtration are said to have regular singularities (Definition 7.1).
In §3 we introduce holonomic yl-modules for filtered rings A such that gr(A) is a commutative g-algebra and FA is noetherian. We show that "holonomicity" is stable under micro-localization in prime ideals of gr(A) (cf. Proposition 3.4).
In §4 we define a special class of filtered rings R, the so-called E-rings. These rings possess an invertible element of order one, which makes it possible to reduce many problems to problems over the subring R 0 and its quotient gr 0 (R). Furthermore we formulate an involutivity theorem of Gabber (Theorem 4.9) and derive a micro-local criterion to decide when an i? 0 -submodule of a holonomic R -module is of finite type (Proposition 4.12). This criterion is used during the construction of very good filtrations.
In §5 we develop the theory of modules with regular singularities over E-rings. Following [4] and [9] we give several equivalent descriptions of ]R-modules M with regular singularities (Proposition 5.3). If furthermore M is a holonomic .R-module, then we prove (Theorem 5.7) that M has regular singularities iff <^(M) has regular singularities for all minimal prime components of the characteristic ideal J(M) iff <^(M) has regular singularities for all In §6 we develop a formalism which makes it possible to obtain results for arbitrary filtered rings from results over E-rings. Following [9] we introduce a dummy variable and associate to a filtered ring A an E-ring denoted by # X (A [XJ) . Similarly to an ^4-module M we associate an ^x(^4[X])-module ^x(Ml_XJ). We define two maps 3? resp. ^ going from good filtrations on M resp. <!> X (M\_XJ) to filtrations on £ X (M\_X~\) resp. M and show that £? and ^ preserve good and very good filtrations (Proposition 6.8).
In §7 we define ^4-modules with regular singularities when A is a filtered ring satisfying gr(A) is a commutative g-algebra, FA is noetherian and H A = V A (cf. §7). An ^4-module M is said to have regular singularities if it possesses a very good filtration F i.e.
Ann gr r (M) = J(M).
Using the material from §6 the main theorem (Theorem 7.3) will be derived from the analogous result for E-rings (Theorem 5.7) by micro-localizing several times. In §8 we study rings of differential operators, denoted by D, and we show that they satisfy the condition ^D = v D . Also we prove that the notion of a holonomic D-module as introduced in §3 coincides with the usual concept of holonomic D-modules (cf. [1] ).
Finally §9 is a kind of appendix collecting some elementary results of commutative algebra which we need in the proofs. I would like to thank Professor Springer for his stimulating discussions and advice.
Throughout this paper we use the following notations. N is the set of positive integers, N: = N(1 {0}, Z is the set of integers and Q the set of rational numbers.
If R is an arbitrary ring (always having identity) then M(jR) denotes the category of left ^-modules of finite type.
All modules considered will be left modules.
If I is an ideal in a commutative ring, r(l) denotes the radical of 1. ii) The image filtration of FM on M/M' is good, hence separated, which proves ii).
iii As observed before all good filtrations on an ^4-module M are equivalent. Now we will give a kind of inverse, which will be an important tool in the study of y4-modules with regular singularities (cf. Proposition 6.8). 
Let S be a multiplicatively closed subset of A such that a(S) is a multiplicatively closed subset of gr(A) satisfying the two left Ore conditions and Q^a(S). Then there exists a complete separated filtered ring R with norm \\ || and a morphism $\ A-+R of filtered rings satisfying i) (j)(s) is invertible in R, all seS. ii) \\^(s)-^\\<\s\-\allseS. Hi) For every morphism h: A^>B of filtered rings, where B is a complete and separated filtered ring with norm \ \ B , such that h(s) is invertible in B and

The solution of Theorem 2.1 constructed explicitely in [5] will be denoted by (&s(A), 0s). The ring # S (A) is called the left algebraic micro-localization of A with respect to S.
If Consider the filtered <f s G4)-module <f s (M, F). So the n-ih "layer" of the filtration on ^S(M, F), which we denote by ^^w ) (M, F), consists of the elements
H,eg s (M, F) with \\fi\\ <2 n . We want to describe gr(£ s (M, F)). First observe: since cr(S) satisfies the two left Ore conditions ff(S)~lgr(A), the left localization of gr(A) with respect to a(S) exists. In fact it is a graded ring: for neZ the n-th homogeneous component of a(S)~1gr(A) is the set of elements with a(d)egr l (A), a(s) e a(S) n gr k (A) and l-k = n. Similarly ^( is a graded (j(S)~1gr(A)-modu\Q (cf. [5], Proposition 5.22).
Theorem 2.6 ([5], Proposition 5.24) 0 There exists an isomorphism \JJ A of graded rings from ff(S)~~lgr(A) to gr(# s (A)) defined by
•A>( S )- 1 <T(a)) = </»( S )-V(a) + 4"- 1) (^), all a
( S )^a(a}€a(S)-^r(A)(n).
More generally, there exists an isomorphism \j/ M of graded modules over a(S)-l gr(A)from a(S)~lgr(M) to gr(£ s (M, F)) defined by all o-(s)-%(m) e a(S)~lgr(M}(n} .
2.1, Some Consequences of Theorem 2.6
In the remainder of this section we assume: gr(A) is commutative.
Theorem 2.6, the proof of which is a consequence of (2.3), (2.4) and (2.5) plays a fundamental role in the study of micro-localizations. We derive some consequences. If F and F' are equivalent filtrations on M, then it follows from the construction of algebraic micro-localizations that *f s (M, F) = «f s (M, F') ( 
FM)) neZ on <f s (M) we denote by L(FM) or L S (FM) and its n-th layer by L<">(FM). Let I be an ideal in gr(A). Put I e :=gr(^s(A))f s (I). So F = \l/ A (a(S)-1 I)
where \I/ A is as in Theorem 2.6.
Definition 2.8. A good filtration FM on M is called I-good if I c:Anngr FM (M). If I = J(M) (see 1.15) FM is called very good.
Proposition 2.9. If FM is I-good on M, then L(FM) is I e -good on & S (M).
In particular L preserves good and very good filiations and # S (M) E M($ S (A)).
Proof. 
which shows that L preserves very good filtrations.
Micro-Localizations in Prime Idea of gr(A) Let /,eSpec(gr(A)).
Put S^ is the set of all aeA with a(a)^/^. It is easy to verify that S^ is a multiplicatively closed subset of A with 0 ^ v(S^) and that a(S^) is a multiplicatively closed subset of gr(A) satisfying the two left Ore conditions, since gr(A) is commutative. So by Theorem 2.1 the left microlocalizations of A with respect to S^ exists. Instead of A^(>4) we write fy(A). Similarly, if M is a filtered ^-module with filtration F on M the micro-localization of M with respect to 5^ exists and we write fy(M, F) (resp. <^}(M, F)) instead of tfsAM, F) (resp. ^W(M, F)). Now assume M e M(A) and F is good on M.
Then we can write <(M) instead of (M, F) by (2.7).
Warning. If F' is another good filtration on M the filtrations Proof. If 0r
Proof. Let F be a good filtration on M. Then F<^(M) is good by Proposition 2.9 and separated. So by (2.12)
If gr(A) is noetherian, then F^(A) is noetherian.
Proof. Since gr(A) is noetherian, so is a(S)~1gr(A).
Hence is noetherian by Theorem 2.6. Then apply Corollary 1.10.
Morphisms between Micro-Localized Rings
We consider the following situation. Let B be a filtered ring with gr(B) commutative and 0: A-+B is a morphism of filtered rings. Furthermore Let X be a complex analytic manifold. In the micro-analytic study of sheaves of ^-modules the interesting points to consider are the points (z, Q e T*X outside the zero-section i.e. points with £^0-The set T*Z\zero-section is often denoted by t*X. Let ® n = G n [dldz l9 ... 9 d/dzj with 0 n =C{z l9 ... 9 z n ] the ring of convergent power series. Then gr(@ n )~ ^[C l9 ..., £J as usual. So we want to consider primes / in gr(@ n ) not containing all £* i.e. primes ^ with the property that there exists a homogeneous element of degree one in gr(@ n ) which does not belong to ^. These considerations lead us to the following definition. Let A be a filtered ring. 
(j>; = gr(<j)): gr(A)-*gr(B). If 1 is an ideal in gr(A) (resp. J an ideal in gr(B)) then P: = gr(B)<j)(I) (rQsp.J c : = $-l (J)). If ^GSpec(gr(A)) then (^denotes the canonical map (/)$* from ^4 to fy(A) and || ||^ denotes the norm on #^(A). Similar notations we use for ^ e Spec (gr(B)).
Lemma 2.17. Let /& E Spec (gr(AJ). Assume /t* e Spec (gr(B)) and (/^e
23» If ^eSpec°(gr(A)) and gr(A) is a noetherian Q-algebra then the filtered ring R\ = fy(A) satisfies
i) There exists an element seR^Rg invertible in R with s~l ejR.j.
ii) gr(R) is a commutative Q-algebra. iif) FR is noetherian.
Proof, i) follows from Lemma 2.22., ii) from Theorem 2.6 and iii) from Proposition 2.15. § 3. Holonomfc ^-Modules
In this section A will be a filtered ring with filtration FA satisfying a) gr(A) is a commutative g-algebra. b) FA is noetherian. Let ^ e Spec (gfr(^4)). By Theorem 2.6 and Proposition 2.15 it follows that £?(A) with its filtration F^(A) also satisfies the conditions a) and b) above. So we also have the notion of a holonomic *f/(X)-module.
Proposition 3 A Let M be a holonomic A-module and ^eSpec(gr(A)). Then £(M) is a holonomic
Proof, i) We can assume <f/(M)^0, whence by Lemma 3. At the end of this section we give a very simply proof of this important result, in fact we use algebraic micro-localization, to make a reduction to [6] , Theorem II. We also refer to [7] and [2] . 
.10 J(n)^Q = J(Q(n, N(/))) whence J(Q(n, N( / t)) = J
gives an isomorphism from Q(n + l, N) onto Q(n, N). So N(n) = s~1 N(n +1) 4-N(n -1) (where N(k)\ = M k (\N for all fceZ). Put A:=R 0 IR_ 2 , u\ = s~l+R-2 £A, M': = N(n + r)/N(n -l). Then u is a central element in
, T'e^(I). Put [T, T']: = TT' -T'T. Then [T, T'] el^. If [T, T'] eK 0 then ^([T, t']) = 0. If [T, T'] eRi\R 0 then (TiCCr, T']) = {CF(T), CT(T'
)} e/ since / is involutive, which proves the lemma.
Definition 5.2, Let MeM(R). We say that M has regular singularities along I (M has R.S. along I) if there exists
anR 0 -submoduleM 0 ofMoffinite type such that RM 0 = M and ^?(/)M 0 cM 0 .
Proposition 5.3. Let M eM(R). There is equivalence between i) M has regular singularities along L ii) If N is an R 0 -submodule of M of finite type, then R(I)NeM(R).
. 
Hi) If N is an R(I)-submodule of finite type of M, then N eM(R 0 ). iv) E T (R
. Let MeM(R). Then M has R.S. along I iff M possesses an I-good filtration.
Definition 5o6 0 Let MeM(R). We say that M has regular singularities (M has R.S.) if M possesses a very good filtration.
So by Corollary 5.5 M has R.S. iff M has R.S. along J(M).
Since a(s) is a unit in gr(R) a(s) £ /> for all /> e Spec (gr(R)) i.e. s e S^ all /*. Since s e Ri\R 0 this means that Spec (gr(R)) = Spec°(gr(R)) (see Definition 2.21). So by Corollary 2.23 fy(K) is an £-ring for every ^, e Spec (gr(R)). The main result of this section is
Theorem § 0 7 8 
Let M be a holonomic R-module. There is equivalence between i) M is an R-module with R.S. ii) fy(M) is an fy(R)-module with R.S. for all /> e #(J(M)). in') ^i(M) is an fy(R)-module with R.S. for all /> e Spec (gr(R)).
Proof. i)-^iii). Apply Proposition 2.9 with 5: = 5^. iii)->ii)is obvious.
So it remains to prove ii)-»i). Let m E M and T e ^-(J(M)). By Proposition 5.3 it suffices to show that N: = J^ R 0 i: i meM(RQ).
We want to apply Proposition
So let ^e^(J(M)). Then N(/)=E ^0 )^( T)^(m). Since 6 ^(J(^(M)J)
by ( 
Lemma 6.2 0 /) i: ^r(^4) [YJ-^^r^^]) is an isomorphism of graded rings, ii) 1: gr(M){Y~\-^gr(M[X~\) is an isomorphism of gr(A)[YJ-modules.
Proof. Left to the reader.
From now on we identify gr(M)[Y^ with gr(M\_X~$ by i. So we write gr(M\X]) = gr(M)\T\. Instead of F n A and F n A[X] we write A(n) resp. A\X~](n).
Let 1 be an ideal in gr(A). Then P \ = gr(A)[X~]l in ^r(^[)[J]. Lemma 63, If FM is I-good on M, then FM\_X~\ is I e -good on M\_X~\.
If FM is very good, then FM\_X~\ is very good.
Proof. In particular FM is good on M. So From this we derive Corollary 6.1IL // ^^x=j^A then M is holonomic iffM x is holonomic.
To investigate when the condition fi A = t* l ? x is satisfied we put where «/ is the set of involutive prime ideals in gr(A). Proof. Apply Corollary 6.10 and Proposition 6.11.
A Special Result
To conclude this section we give a result which will be used in §7 to prove the main result of this paper. By Theorem 2.6 gr(# s (A)) and a(S)~1gr(A) are isomorphic graded rings. We identify these rings. So we write gr(^s(A))
Let , e Spec (gr(A)\ Put ,<: = gr(A)[X 9 X~^ in gr(A)[_X, and '. = a(S)-igr(A)[_X, X~ in
Lemma 6.15. i) There exists an isomorphism of filtered rings y from £?*(£x(A\_XJ)) onto £f(<? x (£?(A)\_XT$). ii) Let M E M(A). There exists an isomorphism of filtered e(^x(AlXJ))-modules y from £ye(g x (M\_X~\)) onto <?/(<? x (<?/(M)iXJ)).
R.S. (as an ^-module).
Proof. Apply Proposition 6.8.
The main result of this paper is Let R be a commutative /c-algebra, where k is a field with char k = G and P: R x R-+R a k-bi-derivation i.e. P is a bi-derivation, cf. Definition 9.1 and P(A 3 r) = P(r, A) = 0 for all 1 e k, re jR. Let Q R = Q R/k be the R-module of differentials over k. 
2. Let S be a multiplicatively closed subset of R. Then the Je-bi-derivation P on R can be extended to a /c-bi-derivation P' on S~1R (in the obvious way). Identifying S~1R® R Q R with Q s -i R it is easy to verify that the form CD' on S~1R ®Q R as defined in 1. equals the form on Q s -i R induced by P' (according Lemma 8.1). Furthermore, if I is an J?-stable ideal in R, then S" 1 / is a P'-stable ideal in S" So co" is non-degenerated. Since ^ is P'-stable and a(a +™ 2 } = da ® 1, all a e A, it follows that £: = a(^/^2) is an isotropic K-subspace of Fi.e. co"(e, e') = 0 for all e, e' E E. So dir% E<l/2 dim V= l/2n. Since a is injective dim K ^/^2 < l/2n. The regularity of R implies that A is a regular local ring, so dim K v*/™ 2 = dim A. Since hty£ = dim A, we derive hty£ < l/2n, as desired. Proof. Left to the reader. Proof. Let 1 be an ideal in R 0 and r E R 0 \I. Then r ^ RI. Consequently if there exists a strictly increasing chain of ideals in R 0 , say (I n ) neN then the chain (RI n ) neN of ideals in R is also strickly increasing, a contradiction.
External HomogenSzatioa 9 Dehomogemizatlom
We recall some well-known facts of graded rings (cf. [14] , Chap. VII, §5 and [12] 
